Supplemental material
Functional model. We developed a hybrid agent-based model for simulations of the GC reaction in three spatial dimensions that relies on previous mathematical models for the GC reaction (2) (3) (4) (5) . The model consists of three coupled levels. The first level contains the main lattice corresponding to the physical space with lattice constant Dx = 5 µm, in which cells can migrate and interact. Each biological cell is represented at a single node and evolves according to reaction rates that define a probability of action or interaction with neighboring cells or solubles that are explained in the following paragraph. The time step of Dt = 0.002 h is smaller than the fastest process of the dynamic system.The second level refers to the shape space (6) , which is represented by a four-dimensional lattice encoding the antibody type of each B cell. Somatic hypermutation is represented by switching the antibody type to a neighboring point in the shape space. Without loss of generality, the optimal clone for a given antigen is in the center of the shape space. The Hamming distance of a clone F from the optimal clone F* is mapped to a quantity a(F, F*) associated with the antibody-antigen affinity by the followong (2, 7): where G determines the width of the affinity function. This affinity determines the binding probability of a cell object to an FDC. The third level deals with solving a system of reaction-diffusion equations for the solubles. An Alternating-Direction-Implicit (ADI) method is applied to solve the partial differential equations on a lattice. The solubles considered in the following are the chemokines CXCL12 and CXCL13. It is assumed that the sources for CXCL12 are stromal cells at the border of the follicle to the T zone, and the FDCs in the light zone for CXCL13. The considered reactions are listed as follows (please refer to Table S1 for parameter values): (a) monoclonal expansion of centroblasts in the FDC network lasts for 3 d with 6 h cycle time (8) . The simulation starts at day one with 60 seeder cells derived from 5 seeder clones. All seeder clones have a distance of five mutations from the clone with optimal affinity. The 60 cells are randomly distributed in the GC volume. (b) Centroblast proliferation is modeled by occupation (Fig. 5 ). In the absence of desensitization mechanisms, the observed mean displacement is significantly reduced (D). This is shown for moderate (cyan) and strong (magenta) chemotaxis. by interaction with antigen presented on FDC. The binding probability depends on the antibody affinity to the antigen. In the model, affinity is described by the Gauss function eq. (1) in the shape space centered at the clone of highest affinity. If antigen is accessible from the node occupied by a centrocyte, the binding probability is given by this Gauss function. (h) We account for antigen consumption by modeling the uptake of antigen by B cells. Above a threshold of 20 antigen portions (at each FDC site), the binding probability is solely determined by the antibody-antigen affinity. Below that threshold, it is linearly decreasing down to zero when the antigen is fully consumed. (i) The survival signal for centrocytes is assumed to be provided within 30 min. In the model, centrocytes are immobile during this period. (j) Centrocytes die by apoptosis in z10 h (10) and are quickly internalized by phagocytosis. This is modeled by removal of unselected centrocytes from the cell lattice with an inverse rate of 10 h. (k) Re-testing of centrocytes is assumed to remain possible during their lifetime. However, two attempts to bind antigen are assumed to be separated by a refractory time of 12 min (5). (l) FDC-selected centrocytes have to find T cell help for final selection and further differentiation signals. The number of T cells in the GC is fixed to 1,500, which roughly corresponds to 10% of the peak cell population (11) . If modeled centrocytes find a T cell on a neighboring site, the interaction is assumed to last for 36 min. (m) Experiments reveal that T helper cells interacting with different B cells polarize toward the B cell with strongest stimulus (12) . In the model, T cells polarize their signaling apparatus toward the B cell in contact with highest affinity of the presented antibody. Only if the T cell remains polarized to a B cell for half an hour is the B cell selected, after which it receives further differentiation signals. The apoptotic state is attributed to all other B cells, which may correspond to induction of Fas-mediated apoptosis. Apoptotic cells are quickly removed from the lattice, corresponding to fast phagocytosis. Such an affinity-dependent T cell help was previously hypothesized (5) and is meanwhile supported by experimental findings (13) . (n) Positively selected B cells are assumed to get different T cell signals: a probabilistic decision is taken whether the centrocytes differentiate to plasma cells, memory cells, or recycle to proliferating and mutating centroblasts. The latter backdifferentiation is assumed to take 5 h. The recycling probability of positively selected centrocytes is set to 1 between day 3 and 5, and to 0.8 from day 5 after onset of proliferation (2), implying a delayed production of plasma cells and memory cells. The transition of the output probability is smoothly controled by a sigmoidal function with a width of 3 h centered at approximately t = 120 h.
Cell motility and chemotaxis. The mean speed of B cells and T cells is assumed to be 8 µm/min and 10 µm/min as observed in vitro, respectively. This induces a reduced average speed in dense tissue, which is in agreement with intravital two-photon imaging data on GC of mice (1, 14, 15) . These velocities define displacement probabilities to nearest-neighbor nodes (von Neumann neighborhood). If the target nodes are occupied, the movement is suppressed (with exceptions; see next paragraph).
The preferred direction of movement is defined by a polarity vector that is attributed to each cell. If two neighboring cells exhibit a negative scalar product of their polarity vectors, the two cells exchange sites with a probability of 0.5. In this way, we model that B cells can pass each other even in overcrowded regions of the GC. This procedure removes artifacts in the simulations that might otherwise appear because of the underlying rigid lattice.
The polarity vector is renewed after an average time of 1.24 min for B cells and 1.7 min for T cells, which is associated with the cell persistence time (1, 16 (2) where p rand is a random polarity vector and a denotes the maximal relative weight of the response to the gradient of the chemokine field c. K 1/2 is the gradient of half-maximal chemokine weight and k determines the steepness of its dependence on the chemokine gradient. The random part of the new polarity vector is chosen from a turning angle distribution as measured in two-photon experiment (Fig. S1 B) (1) . p is used as a normalized vector.
CXCL13 is secreted by FDC while CXCL12 is secreted by stromal cells at the border of the follicle toward the T zone. The secretion rate is chosen to get relevant chemokine gradients, as shown in Fig. S6 . The steady-state solution of the diffusion equation for both chemokines and Dirichlet boundary conditions with value zero is used.
Three chemotaxis models are considered in the simulations. The first is the random model B cells, which are are insensitive to both chemokines performing pure random walk migration with a directional persistence time of 1.24 min. The second is the transient model. In addition to random walk, migration centrocytes are sensitive to CXCL13 right after differentiation from centroblasts, and proliferating B cells are sensitive to CXCL12 right after accomplished recycling (reacquisition of proliferation potential). The relation of random walk migration and chemotaxis is regulated according to eq. (2). B cells downregulate their sensitivity to chemokines after 6 h. The third is the desensitization model. This is an extension of the transient model, where B cells downregulate their sensitivity to the chemokines after 6 h or in response to an absolute overcritical concentration of these chemokines. The threshold for desensitization is set to typical values as found at a 25-µm distance from the chemokine sources. Desensitized cells remain insensitive to CXCL13 (CXCL12) until further differentiation to centroblasts (centrocytes).
Note that the relative strength of the chemotaxis response can be varied in the transient model and in the desensitization model because the randomly chosen cell polarity is complemented by the chemokine gradient with a tunable weight. Three levels are distinguished in the model: weak chemotaxis (a = 1 in eq. [2] ) induces only a weak bias toward the chemokine sources of z10%; moderate chemotaxis (a = 10 in eq. [2] ) induces an equilibrated choice between randomness and chemokine gradient at z50%; and strong chemotaxis (a = 100 in eq. [2] ) determines the new polarity dominantly toward the chemokine gradient well above 50%. All parameters and their assumed values as used in the functional model are listed. A category is attributed to each parameter. A fixed parameter is either a purely theoretical parameter or a hypothetical parameter with an assumed value exhibiting robustness against variation. Estimated parameters were obtained from experimental constraints on a phenomenological level. Experiment is attributed to parameter values with direct experimental evidence. Varied parameters were changed for some simulations and are further discussed in the text. The value given here corresponds to the transient weak chemotaxis model. Symbols are given just in the case these are used in the text. TC, T cell; BC, B cell; CB, centroblast; CC, centrocyte; FDC, follicular dendritic cell.
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